The Third Arab-Israeli War
vital interest, i.e., use of the Turkish Straits. Furthermore, when
on 26 May 1967, Nasser announced that Egypt's main objec-
tive, if war came, was "the destruction of Israel", the Soviet
Union immediately urged moderation and restraint. The Soviet
envoy in Cairo woke up Nasser at 3 a.m. on 26 May 1967,
to request him not to start a war with Israel at any cost.**
The fact that the call was made at 3 a.m. suggests that the
Soviet Union had its own fears that President Nasser was about
to launch an action against Israel within hours. The Soviet
request presumably carried the implied warning that if Nasser
started a war he would have to fight on his own*40
At a press conference, a few days before the outbreak of
hostilities with Israel, Nasser in reply to a question whether
Egypt would ask Russia for help if the United States inter-
vened, said: "We will leave this to the friendly nations them-
selves". This meant, in effect, that he had been unable to get any
firm undertaking from Russia. The next day, however, in an
atmosphere of rising war hysteria, Nasser quoted a message from
the Soviet Premier Kosygin as saying that the Soviet Union "stands
with us in this battle",41 While much of the world saw this as a
pledge of Soviet military support, the Soviet press made no men-
tion of Kosygin's supposed message, thus casting a doubt about
the alleged promise by the Soviet Premier. The suggestion of
39	Curiously, the Israeli Prime Minister, Levi Eshkol, was also awaken-
ed by the Soviet Ambassador in Israel at 2.40 a.m. on 27 May 1967, and
handed over an urgent note accusing Israel of "collusion with imperialist
powers" and of ^aggressive designs" against Syria and Egypt,   It warned
Israel against any attack.   Jerusalem Post, 4 June 1967.
40	On the other hand, it has also been argued that Nasser's willingness
to comply with the Soviet request (not to fire the first shot), despite his
show of force in closing the Gulf of Aqaba and successfully demanding
tire withdrawal  of the U.N. Emergency Force, indicated the extent to
which Nasser relied upon Soviet support and expected help in the event
of a confrontation with Israel. Singh, 38n.
« Times of India (Delhi), 21 June 1967.

